"If the World was Better"

By Cecelia Zseberan

"What's the world for you if you can't make it up with the way you want it"

If I could make the world the way I want it, I would want the pandemic and sicknesses to be gone, the environment to be better, and for more peace in the world.

I feel that the world would be better without the pandemic and illnesses such as Covid, Monkeypox, etc. I think that we were not prepared for covid. It was sad because so many people got sick, and also many people died from covid. In the future, we should prepare for possible lockdowns in case there is another pandemic in the future. My mom got covid two days before 4th of July and we had to Facetime her when we were watching fireworks because she had covid and could not celebrate. It was sad, but it’s good that she doesn’t have it anymore. It’s sad that people have to suffer from covid and get very ill from it. That is why if I could change the world just a little bit, I would change covid.

The world would be 5 times better if people stopped littering. If people stopped littering, the lakes and ocean would be clean and animals such as turtles, fish, etc would get hurt less. Also, the world would be cleaner and healthier. It would be such a better place and a better environment. It would also be an improved place for the animals, because the water would be cleaner and there would not be any trash in the water. It would also be a better place if people stopped littering on the land so all the animals would have a healthier environment to live in.
I feel if the world had more peace, the world would be better. I think that because if there was more peace, there would not be any war. The world would be more calm and peaceful. It would be cool if the world had more peace, because it would be cleaner, nicer, healthier, peaceful, etc. I also would like peace because there is a war between Russia and Ukraine and I know it is probably scary for them. I know they would like it if the war ended and if there was peace. Therefore, I think that the world would be like 5 times better if there was more peace in this world and I think others can agree.

In conclusion, I feel that if there was more peace, a better environment, and no sicknesses, it would be a good, happy, and healthy world. It would be way better because people wouldn’t have to suffer with illnesses, deal with litter, or see people’s homes getting destroyed from war. So that is why I want peace, illnesses to be gone, and there to be no littering.